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INTREPID AND GANGES 

TALENTS 

Intrepid light cruisers have 
the following Talent: 

• Improved Hull Integrity

Entered Service: Ganges interceptors were in service between 2125 and 
2170 while Intrepid cruisers were in service between 2151 and 2175. 

Overview: Defending the Sol System and human colonies, the Intrepid and 
Ganges were United Earth starships operated by Starfleet. They defended 
Earth against the Xindi and fought in the Earth-Romulan War. Following the 
formation of the United Federation of Planets, they remained in service, 
expanding their defensive scope. The Ganges predated the warp 5 program, 
forming the bulk of Earth's defense force for several decades.  The larger 
Intrepid was a forerunner to the NX-class, intended as a backup in case the 
Warp 5 Program failed and its components needed to be re-purposed.  

Capabilities: Limited to low warp speeds, these light ships seldom traveled 
far away from their patrol routes between neighbouring systrems. They 
were both equipped with forward facing phase cannons, and the Intrepid 
also possessed two torpedo launchers. Initially limited to low warp 
speeds (below 3), the Intrepid received a refit late in its life boosting its
maximum Warp to just above 5.

HULL PLATING AND PHASE CANNONS 
Ships of the Star Trek: Enterprise or "Rise of the Federation" Era, 
lacked the energy shields and instead relied on hull plating that 
could be polarized to deflect energy. 

When facing other ships of that era, these ships follow the normal 
rules for ship combat, with the ship's Shields statistic being renamed 
Hull Plating. Like Shields, a starship's Hull Plating is equal to its 
Structure+ Security. However, polarized hull plating is ineffective 
against transporters, and shuttles can dock and depart freely 
regardless of the plating.

When facing more advanced starships, a ship with just hull plating is 
vastly outmatched and treated as if it had O Shields. Similarly, early 
22nd Century weaponry, like phase canons and spatial torpedoes 
decrease their damage by-1 ® when facing more advanced ships. 
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TALENTS 

Ganges interceptors have 
the following Talent: 

• Improved Impulse Drive




